
Introduction to Permaculture Course

Summary: A design for an intro to permaculture course to help kick-start a local 
permaculture group. The group was struggling to get going and was reliant on a 

few key members. We decided we needed to increase knowledge, confidence and a 
sense of identity in the group, as well as finding a way to get people together; an 
intro course was the solution to this. I applied the principles to the design of the 
course, which went well and achieved its aim of getting the group more active. 

Teaching the course was a big achievement for me, but in retrospect was a leap too 
far out of my comfort zone.
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Introduction
In late 2010 I came across the Edinburgh permaculture group (EPG) mailing list. It quickly became clear that the 
group was struggling to get together and take up opportunities for projects which were available to them. Two of 
the active members and I met up to discuss how this could be tackled; we decided I would offer to do a basic 
Introduction to Permaculture course. Reaching this decision was a miniature design process in itself and is 
covered briefly below. Teaching a course of any sort, even a basic introduction was not something I had ever 
envisioned myself being able to do; the APDC in the summer had boosted my confidence, even so I found the 
experience challenging.

Finding the solution
My initial observations were through the emails appearing on the EPG mailing list and talking to a few of the 
members. From the mailing list it was apparent that there were opportunities to use permaculture design in 
Edinburgh but the group was not managing to grasp them. Only a few members of the group had met each other 
and there had been no success at arranging regular meetings. Emails attempting to generate discussion on how to 
get going had met with little response. Two other members and I arranged a meeting in central Edinburgh, 
hoping that other people might turn up, however it was only the three of us. 

At this meeting we discussed the reasons for the issues the group was having, we felt that there was a lack of 
knowledge and confidence in the group. While there was plenty enthusiasm, people felt they didn't really know 
how to start 'doing' permaculture and were waiting for someone else to take the lead. 

This identified the limiting factors but the group also had strengths and opportunities:

Specialist knowledge and interests (herbs, bee keeping)

Opportunities for design project (Cyrenians farm, Royal Ed land)

Plenty members

Enthusiasm -people keen to get involved if they are shown a way

Living in the city makes it easier to build a network
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We decided that we needed to:

Increase knowledge within the group (including awareness of where to go for further knowledge and training)

Increase confidence within the group

Develop a group identity

Get people together

Generate a feeling that something is happening and it's worth getting involved

After some discussion I proposed we run an Introduction to Permaculture course as a first step to fill these 
functions. Feedback was sought from other members and there was plenty of interest in the idea. I proceeded to 
design the intro course using CEAP.

Collect Information
The Participants

The collection of information detailed above was relevant in the design of the intro course. I also emailed the 
participants the following questions to which about 5 of the 8 participants responded:

1. Why are you interested in permaculture/ what drew you to permaculture?
2. What do you hope to get out of an intro day?
3. What do you expect to get out of the Edinburgh permaculture group and what do you hope it will achieve?

Teaching an Introduction course

I looked back at the intro course and PDC I attended and thought about which sessions I found most useful as a 
beginner in permaculture.

I helped with arrangements for and shadowed an intro course run by James Chapman in Linlithgow, noting what 
worked well and what worked less well. As well as thinking about this from the point of view of the students I 
was able to imagine how comfortable I would be using particular teaching methods. I was also able to see some of 
the feedback given by the students on the course.

Additionally I read some of the 'Permaculture Teacher's Guide', though I found actively observing teaching far 
more informative.

Permaculture Teacher's Guide edited by Andy Goldring (Permaculture Association/ WWF-UK, 2000)

Myself

The prospect of teaching an intro course was extremely challenging for me and I have previously had panic 
attacks while speaking in front of people. I was able to consider how I had responded in previous presentation 
situations and the factors that had made them easier or more difficult.
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Evaluate the information
The EPG

Strengths Weaknesses Opportunities Constraints
‒Specialist knowledge and 
interests
‒Many member grow their 
own food
‒Range of skills
‒Enthusiasm about 
permaculture
‒Keen to get hands dirty
‒Online network is set up
‒Many members

‒Lack of knowledge about 
permaculture
‒Only one PDC and no 
diploma apprentices
‒Lack of confidence
‒Lack of group identity
‒No shared vision or goals
‒No feeling that there is 
something going on that 
members can easily join in
‒There may be a high turnover 
in membership as many 
members are students

‒Design opportunities at 
Cyrenians farm and Royal ed
‒The city has many private 
gardens and public green 
space
‒ It is easy for people to meet 
up, public transport is good
‒New students come to the 
city every year, potential new 
members

‒Limited funds among 
members, no group funds
‒There are not many pc 
projects near by
‒ There are not many PDCs 
running near by
‒Members have limited time 
due to studies/ family/work

The weaknesses in the group mean members are waiting for one or two people to lead and get things going. As 
well as slowing things down this is not creating a stable system; if those few people were to leave the group would 
flounder. As can be seen from the SWOC analysis above the group has the strengths to form a network and share 
their skills, the intro course needs to be a step towards this. Developing an active group is a much larger design 
than a single intro course, but the course could help kick start a virtuous circle such as this:

Course Participants

The answers to the questions I emailed round indicate:

-The participates have varying levels of knowledge; all have at least an idea of what permaculture is; most don't 
realise is is wider than food growing and wildlife friendly gardening. There are some misconceptions.

-There is a lot of interest in garden-scale food growing; several participants mentioned their own gardens; the 
level of knowledge about food growing and ecology in the group seems to be good.

-Some participants talked about wanting to learn how to practically apply permaculture while others talked about 
wishing to understand the underlying ethics and principles.
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Teaching an Introduction course

The main useful points I gained from shadowing and reflecting on the courses I have attended were:

• Starting with a game for people to introduce themselves works well, but nothing that will be too daunting to 
introverts.

• An outdoor session on observation of natural principles is valuable in introducing people to permaculture.

• Group exercises used by James Chapman in his ethics and planning tools sections worked well and are ones I 
would feel comfortable using.

• Videos can give a lot of good information and show applications of PC in a way that is difficult to do in a 
presentation, but they take up time and make people sleepy.

• Mixing presentation with group work, discussion and activities that get people moving helps keep the energy 
up.

• Going into the principles in any depth can become very time consuming.

• It is possible to come away from an intro course with a lot of ideas but still feeling unclear what permaculture 
actually is; some people want a clear explanation with definitions and information on where the ethics and 
principles fit in.

Myself

I would be better able to cope:

• Talking to a group of 6-8 people or less

• In a small informal setting

• If there was plenty group work and discussion, giving me a break from presenting

• If people on the course understand I don't usually teach and this may be a once off

• If I practice the presented material so often that I will keep talking even if I am so nervous I cannot think

• If I practise some meditation in the morning before the course

Functions

The functions of this design, taking into account the limiting factors and strengths of the EPG and myself, are:

To get the EPG active
To increase knowledge in the group
To increase confidence in the group
To generate group identity
To generate the feeling of purpose
To get members to meet in person
To enable me to successfully teach an intro course

Indicators that this design had been successful would be:

-More activity by more people on the mailing list
-Regular group meetings
-Progress made in taking on opportunities for projects e.g. people volunteering to contribute, a design team 
meeting

Apply the Principles

I then considered how the principles could be applied to the situation to fulfil the functions by taking each 
principle and brain storming around applying it to the situation (see following page). This led to a list of 
recommendations for the course (p124).
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Recommendations

• Have an EPG meeting after the course, including members who are not course participants, using the energy 
of the course to get people together.

• Ask the participants to watch a video prior to the course, avoiding taking up time on the short course while 
making sure all participants have some understanding of permaculture and the issues it seeks to address.

• Empower students to continue learning by:
◦ Sign-posting where to go next for further learning and training
◦ Encourage participation in each session and include group work and discussion
◦ Encourage students to share their own knowledge and experiences

• Maximise opportunity for interaction
◦ Keep the course informal and slow paced
◦ Group work and discussion
◦ Meeting afterwards
◦ Ask people to bring food to share

• Help build a network by maximising interaction as above and encouraging people to share their own areas of 
knowledge and experience.

• Collect feedback during and after the course, use feedback (whether directly sought or through observations) 
during the course to decide on break-times, moving on etc.

• Make it easy for people to attend the course -free and short.
• Don't overwhelm people with loads of information, keep to the basics; getting people together, inspired and 

talking is more important.
• Use reusable, less wasteful course materials (e.g. blackboard, reusable props).
• Include in the course:

◦ Myth busting
◦ Underlying principles
◦ Examples of practical applications
◦ A session looking at a wild plant community and the principles shown there
◦ Sessions that get people moving and interacting

• Make it easy for myself to cope with my nerves
◦ Keep the course short and the number of participants small
◦ Mix presented sessions with group work, discussions and breaks
◦ Try to find a small informal venue
◦ Practice presenting the course often
◦ Explain to the students that I am not usually a teacher; this course is a once off for me to help the 

EPG get going

I considered the interaction between myself, venue, students and EPG members (see the diagram on the 
following page) which emphasised to me that my role is as much about creating a space for the group to interact 
as delivering the content. This also helped me flesh out some of the details of the design.
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Plan the implementation
Time and content

The course was kept to one day and scheduled to finish before 5pm so a group meeting could be held afterwards. 
The participants were asked to watch 'A Farm for the Future' to give them an understanding of the problems 
permaculture seeks to address and of its scope to do so.

10:00 Arrive
10:10 Name game and introduction: A ball is thrown across the circle, each person introduces 

themselves, where they are from and how they got interested in Permaculture when they catch the 
ball. Introduction covers about me, the purpose of the course, the course schedule and house 
keeping 

10:20 What is Permaculture? Group brainstorm to find out what people think permaculture is followed 
by comparison of a monoculture to a native woodland. Direct imitation of ecosystems and design 
using underlying principles. An example definition and myth busting. Use 'Permaculture tree' (see 
p128) to emphasise how permaculture grows out of observation of nature, its roots are the ethics 
etc.

10:40 Ethics: Explanation of the 3 ethics before breaking into groups to discuss how you apply the ethics 
in your own life. Exercise placing example in overlapping circles representing each ethic depending 
which ethic they relate to i.e. most examples come under 2 or 3 ethics

11:00 Break
11:20 Observation of nature: Walk to a near by patch of woodland and scrubland and talk about the 

principles that can be seen in operation there
11:45 Input-output/networking: Compare a permaculture chicken with a caged chicken, show how the 

needs and outputs of a chicken can be respectively met and used within the system. Group exercise 
using a ball of string to show linking elements to form a network of beneficial relationships

12:15 Permaculture in your garden: How people can start to use PC in their gardens; observation, 
working with nature, diversity, beneficial relationships, energy cycling, placement 

12:40 Wild soil & mulching: Compare wild soil to conventionally cultivated soil, cover no dig and when 
you might want to dig, covered soil, pioneers and perennials. How to use different types of 
mulching, advantages and downsides of mulching.

13:00 Lunch
14:00 Principles: Talk about different sets of principles and how different people feel about which are 

most effective. Using different principles in different situations, emphasising it is about finding 
principles that work for you and help you to apply the principles of natural ecosystems to your 
design. Give out handouts on principles, split into groups, pick a principle that appeals to you and 
discuss it. Feedback to the group.

14:30 Zones & Sectors: Overview of zones, thinking about your own zones, adapting them to your 
situation. Overview of sectors. Classic zones and sectors plan. Group exercise; zone 0 and various 
land marks, sectors are marked on a sheet of paper and the students discuss where to place various 
elements

15:10 Break
15:30 Design Process: 'wild design,' basic design process, design frameworks, SADIMET as an example, 

quick design example
16:00 What next? PDCs, APDCs, Diploma, specialist courses, where to find course lists. Resources 

-books, magazines and online
16:15 Finish, other group members arrive for meeting

Venue

I considered holding the course at my house, which would have been free and made it less daunting to me but 
would have decreased the probability of people attending due to time and travel expenses. I researched various 
possible venues in Edinburgh, then one of the EPG members offered to host the course at their house which 
provided a free, comfortable, informal venue in the city.
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Materials & Equipment

Session Equipment needed
All Blackboard, chalk, notes
Intro Ball
Ethics Post-it notes, pencils, ethics overlapping circles on large sheet of paper
Tale of 2 chickens Elements cards, string
Principles Handouts (a detailed explanation of Holmgren's principles which also refers to the related 

Mollison principles, and a mind map of the principles as described by Patrick Whitefield)
Zones and Sectors Elements cards, large sheet of paper, pencils
What next? Handouts (a list of useful websites and books)

Feedback
As there was an active email list through which I had arranged the course I decided to request feedback via email 
after the course. During the course I observed the students and the energy of the group and altered the schedule 
as needed.

Preparation
We set the date for the course (5th December) as close as possible, this was because an injection of energy into the 
group was badly needed and people were in danger of drifting away. I therefore had a month the to prepare.

When What Time Taken

2nd Nov Confirm date, time and location with participants and 
ask them to confirm attendance

20mins

2nd Nov Find and order blackboards and chalk 1hr

2nd Nov-16th Nov Plan course content and prepare notes 8hrs

16th Nov–3rd Dec Practice presenting content ~20 hrs

26th Nov Chase up participants who have not confirmed, offer 
cancelled places to others

30 mins

1st Dec Create and print handouts 2hrs

1st Dec Create other course materials: Elements cards, ethics 
circles diagram, placement exercise board

2hrs

4th Dec Collect remaining course equipment: Pencils, string, 
ball, post-it notes

20mins

4th Dec Plan travel to venue 20mins

5th Dec 7am Run through relaxation techniques 1hr
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Ethics exercise

Elements cards

Describing Permaculture as a tree
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Evaluate (collect information)
Feedback Received

Only two students gave me feedback, one felt that some of the course was too basic and the session on ethics 
laboured the point a bit, and also felt she wanted a lot more information on current projects around the UK. The 
other (who had previously completed a PDC) felt the course was effective and really appreciated the amount of 
time for group work and discussion without compromising on the core material.

I did not continue to be actively involved in the group but was able to observe the activity on the email list and 
how the group developed after the course. The number of emails on the list increased and the group started to 
move forward with the project opportunities, they also arranged video nights and meet ups to discuss and learn 
about particular subjects

Evaluation

What went well?

-I successfully arranged and taught a course which was a big achievement for me.

-The course and meeting seemed to achieve its aim in kick-starting the group.

-Leaving plenty space for group activities and discussion on the course worked well.

-I feel the design process helped to design an intro course suited to the situation.

-The course timings worked out as planned.

-I was particularly happy with the way the sessions on networking, mulching, principles and using zones went

-Asking the participants to watch the video beforehand worked well; those who had not seem it before found it 
eye-opening and inspiring, and may have come to the course more enthusiastic as a result

What went less well?

-Although the ethics exercise (placing Post-Its in relation to the 3 ethics) worked well in the course I shadowed, I 
did not feel it worked well on this course, the students seemed bored and this was confirmed by one person's 
feedback. 

-I feel the session on sectors was a little weak in places (zones was fine).

-I also feel the session on design process could have been improved with a better example.

-The stress I felt prior to the course was extreme and I nearly cancelled it several times; rather than giving me a 
confidence boost it took me a long time to recover from it.

-I did not receive much feedback after the course. 

-I could not provide the students with a lot of examples of practicing Permaculture projects.

What would I do differently?

-Give myself longer to prepare for the course.

-Consider teaching the course alongside someone else (though, while this would improve the content it might 
have made my nerves worse).

-Shadow on more courses before taking one myself.

-Don't include the ethics activity.

-Do more work on the sectors section and on creating a good example of the design process.

-Create a handout on the design process.

-Set up a system to collect feedback at the end of the course rather than by email afterwards.
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Lessons for future projects

-Take small steps rather than a large leap outside my comfort zone.

-Even if it turns out well, taking on too large a challenge can be counterproductive.

-People value chances for discussion as much as information.

-Real life practical examples are important.

-My knowledge of what is going on around the UK in terms of permaculture projects is lacking and I need to 
remedy this.

-If feedback is needed, where possible, set up a system that does not rely on people getting back to me afterwards.

-When teaching a course, be flexible enough to alter the content on the day to suit the participants.

Conclusion
It was valuable to have another chance to experiment with non land-based design soon after the APDC; this 
design worked well and increased my confidence in the process. The design process enabled me to analyse what 
was going wrong with the group and design a solution appropriate to the situation. This solution was successful 
in achieving its aim of helping the Edinburgh Permaculture group become active which was a very rewarding 
outcome. Despite the fact the course went well, in retrospect it was too far a leap out of my comfort zone and 
was actually counterproductive in terms of developing my own confidence. In future I need to remember to 
apply the principle small and slow solutions to my personal development as well as my projects. I would not rule 
out teaching again a few years down the line but think I may be more suited to working one-to-one.
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